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Abstract 
In this thesis, we consider the concentrated bound states of the following 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
- V{x)u + i^ x - 0, xeR 
, where 1 < p < + 00, V{x) e C'^{R) and inf^ i^^  V{x) > 0. 
We establish some nodal solutions (solutions that change sign) for the above 
equation in the semiclassical limit. These solutions are concentrated near a local 
minimum point xq of the potential function V{x) and having K interacting bumps 
for any positive integer K. Via the standard Liapunov-Schmidt reduction, we 
reduce the problem on H\R) to a space of bumps which is finite dimensional. 
Then we can obtain the solution. We also prove that at a local nondegenerate 
local maximum point of V{x)^ such solutions do not exist by asymptotic analysis. 
At the end of this thesis, we find the location of the nodal solutions at a local 
nondegenerate local minimum point of V(x). 
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摘 要 
本文旨在探討以下非線性Schrddinger方程 
- V{x)u + 二 0 ， x e R 
之變號凝聚解，而其中 l < : p < + o o , V{x) e C\R)及inf妖丑！/⑷> 0 � 
/ 
在文中，我們証明了當 / I趨於 0時，在位勢函數的某個局部極小點 
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In recent years, various singularly perturbed elliptic equations have been 
studied extensively. In this work, we focus on equations of the following form 
- V{x)u + \u\P-\ = 0, X G RN. (1.1) 
This type of singularly perturbed elliptic equation arises in various models of 
physical and biological problems, with the small diffusion parameter h. An im-
portant case is the following nonlinear Schrodinger equation in mathematical 
physics: 
= —At/； + V{x)iIj — 7|功r—i妙 with x G R^. (1.2) 
It is a well-known equation in the study of standing wave solution. 
In this problem, the standing wave solution is in the form t) = exp{iEt/h)u{x), 
where h, m, 7 and p are positive constants with p > E e R, V belongs to 
and u, V are real. We call the bound states of (1.2) “semiclassical” since 
they exist for sufficiently small Planck constant h > 0. By suitable scaling, we 
may assume without loss of generality that 2m = 1, 7 = 1 and E = 0. Therefore, 
the existence of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) plays an important role in solving 
the standing wave solution of (1.2). 
5 
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During the past decade, the study of single and multiple spike solutions of 
(1.2) and related problems is an attractive topic. In the pioneering paper [8], 
Floer and Weinstein established the existence of single bump solution of (1.1) by 
using Liapunov-Schmidt Reduction. This solution is concentrated at each given 
nondegenerate critical point of the potential function V under the condition that 
V is bounded and N = 1. In [20] and [21], Oh generalized [8] and showed that 
for small h > 0, the positive multi-bump solutions for (1.1) are exist. They are 
^concentrated at given finite collection of nondegenerate critical points of V, under 
the condition that 
斤 2 1 , … < and F G ⑵ a 
/ AT 4- 2\ N -1-2 
where — ^ = — ^ if T V � 2 and = + oo if TV = 1, 2. 
\J\ — IJ ^ N — 2 
Here, (1/)q, means V = a or V{x) > a and {V — a)~i G Lip{R^). 
The existence of solutions of (1.1) and its various generalizations have at-
tracted a lot of attention. Most of them are proved by variational methods, for 
example, the survey articles [16] and [18]. Most of the results show the existence 
of solution for arbitrary h > 0 and some papers deal with the existence of "ground 
states", i.e., in case of (1.1), solutions with the least energy corresponding to the 
following energy functional: 
1 [ + Vu'^)dx——^ [ \u\P+^dx (1.3) 
2 Jrn P-^IJRN 
among all nontrivial solutions of (1.1). 
If V is ultimately increasing along N independent directions and "almost 
symmetric", in [7], Ding and Ni proved that for h > Q, (1.1) has a positive ground 
state. Another general result in [7] shows that if A^  < 2 and V is radial, then 
for every h > 0, (1.1) has a radial solution. Rabinowitz showed that (1.1) has a 
positive ground state for "every > 0" if "l/(.x) = sup^^ i^v V(x) or 
lim inf|工丨一 ooV^O) > infx^j^N V(.t). Interested reader can see [2] and [3] for more 
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results on existence and on asymptotic behavior of ground state solutions in [24 . 
In [7] and [22], the Mountain-Pass argument was used to deal with more general 
nonlinear cases. ^ 
For higher energy solutions, Del Pino and Felmer in [4] solved the degenerate 
case in (1.1) in a local setting. In that paper, the authors derived a penalization 
approach which permitted them to find local mountain passes around a local 
minimum of V with arbitrary degeneracy. This means, given a open bounded set 
A such that 
miV < MV, 
A OA 
a family Uh exhibiting a single spike in A, at a point x^ such that V{xh) — infA V, 
was constructed. 
Del Pino, Felmer [5] and Gui [9] focused on the single bump positive solutions 
and obtained multi-bump positive solutions at separate local minimum points of 
V. Del Pino and Felmer showed the existence of single bump positive solutions 
at any topologically nontrivial critical points of V{x) in [6]. Ambrosetti, Badiale 
and Cingolani [1], Li [15], and Lu and Wei [17] also obtained other related re-
sults. On the other hand, N. Thandi [23] observed the existence of infinite bump 
solutions under some further hypothesis on the potential function V. 
All the multi-bump positive solutions in the above papers are found in separate 
local minimum or local maximum points of V. The interactions of these bumps 
are so small (can be neglected) due to the well separation of these bumps. The 
"interaction" mentioned above means the effect of one bump to another bumps. 
(In Lemma (2.4) below, we will compute the "interaction" between the bumps.) In 
13], Wei and Kang first showed that the effect of such interaction can contribute 
to the existence of multi-bump positive solutions. They showed there existence of 
multi-bump positive solutions at a local maximum point of V(x). Such solutions 
do not exist at a nondegenerate local minimum point of V{x). The proofs of our 
result in this thesis follow closely to theirs [13 . 
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In this work, we focus on finding the nontrivial solutions of (1.1) for t e R. 
We want to find a family of changing-sign solutions Uh of (1.1). In what follows, 
we always assume that 
inf V{x) > 0, V{x) e Cf\R), l<p<oo. (1.4) 
xeR 
Since we are looking for solutions on R, (1.1) becomes 
" V — V{x)u + I 水 iii 二 0 ， x e R (1.5) 
X 
where V{x) satisfies (1.4) and p > 1. 
The following is our first result. 
Theorem 1.1 Assume that V{x) and p satisfy the assumption (1.4). Let Pq be 
a local minimum point of the potential V{x), i.e., there exists a hounded open set 
r such that 
Po e r, V{Po) = minVix) < V{P), VP G r\{Po} (1.6) 
xGF 
Then for any positive integer K e Z, there exists ho > 0 such that for any h < Jiq, 
there exists a family of solutions u^ in the following form: 
(i) Uh has exactly local maximum points Q�,Q^,. •. and local minimum points 
Qj,…，where < Q�< < ... < Qt. The total number of local 
maximum points and local minimum points is K. As h ^ 0，Q^ —尸o and 
丨込 I � >V{Po)-hog^-.oc, V2,j = l , . . . , i^， z ^ j . 
for some C > 0. 
(n) \uh{x)\ < C e - ^ - for some P > 0, C > 0 and \uh{Q^)\ — a, 
a > 0, z = 1 , … ， K as h — 0，i.e.，Uh concentrates at Q�,• - • , Q^. 
Remark: In [15], Li proved that if V{x) has K (local) minimum points Qi, Q2,…，Qk, 
Qi • Qj for i + 3, there exists a positive solution Uh of (1.5) such that Uh has 
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K local minimum points Qf，Qg,. •. , with Q; 一 Qi, i 二 1, •..，/C as " 一 0. 
However, the K bumps are separated in the limit and the interactions between 
the bumps are of the order e_ ^ for some constant � � 0 , which are exponentially 
small and are essentially neglected in [15 . 
In [13], Wei and Kang constructed multi-bump positive solutions at one lo-
cal maximum point of V. The distances between the bumps are of the order 
0{hlog h) and the interactions between the bumps are of the order for 
some m > 0, which can not be neglected. So the interactions between the bumps 
do play a very important role. 
Both solutions constructed in [13] and [15] are positive, our aim here is to 
construct a family of changing-sign solutions u^ (may be positive or negative) on 
R. Similar to as in [13], we will show that the interactions between the bumps 
play a very important role since the distances between them are of the order 
0{hlog h). The next result shows that this phenomenon does not occur at an 
nondegenerate local maximum point of V{x). 
Theorem 1.2 For any positive integer K > 1, let Pq he a nondegenerate local 
maximum point of V{x). Then there is ho > 0 such that for h < Jiq, equation 
(1.5) can not have a solution u^ with the following properties: 
(i) Uh has exactly local maximum points Q^Q^... and local minimum points 
QL Qt.••，—ere Qi < Q�< < …< The total number of local 
maximum points and local minimum points is K. As h 0, Q^ —» Pq and 
—oo,�i,j = l,…,K, i^j. 
minj二 1 ^ \ 
(n) \uh{x)\ < Ce-^ L for some p > C > Q and \uh{Q^)\ — a, 
a � 0 ， V “ 1，... as h 0. 
If 尸0 is a local minimum point of the potential V{x), we have proved the 
existence of a family of changing-sign solutions Uh in the theorem 1.1. Next, we 
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will find the location of the K— bumps of u^ if i^ o = 0 is a nondegenerate local 
minimum point of the potential V{x). 
Theorem 1.3 Let Pq = 0 be a nondegenerate local minimum point of the po-
tential V{x) and let u^ be the family of changing-sign solutions constructed in 
Theorem 1.1. Then for h sufficiently small, the K— bumps of Uh have the fol-
lowing relation: 
Q? + Q “ Q 3 ' +…• + + = 要) . (1.7) 
V V 
Moreover, the location of Q^ is 
Q) ={2i-K-l) Mog i + o (/I log 去)， (1.8) 
fori = l,--. ,K. 
We will briefly outline the proofs of Theorem 1.1 in the rest of this chapter. 
The main tool used in the proof is to reduce the problem on to a space 
of bumps which is finite dimensional. We will follow the idea in [13], use the 
classical Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method, (similar method has been used 
in[10], [11], [27], [28], etc.) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Pq in Theorem 1.1 is the origin 
and V{Po) = 1. We first introduce some necessary notations and definitions before 
outlining the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let w be the unique solution of the following 
problem 
( 
w" —w + = {) in R, 
{ ic > 0, 'a;(0) = (1.9) 
w{y) — 0 as \y\ — oo. 
\ 
Then w can be written explicitly, 
( � + � 1 / p —1 M ^ 
< y � = J . s e c h i ^ — ^ y j . (1.10) 
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Denote the ground energy of w by 
= (1.11) 
On the other hand, for a fixed a � 0 , Wa{y) ：二 is the unique 
solution of the following problem 
v" — av -{- yP = 0 in R, 
< V > 0, = m a x鄉 ^；⑷， （1.12) 
v{y) — 0 as |y| — oo. 
\ 
The energy functional associates with (1.5) is the following: 
A M = Q 心 I 以 ' I + 明 一 丄 作 ) ) 
where F{u) = / f{s)ds, f{s) = and u e where the space £ is defined 
Jo 
by 
£ = < u\ J (h'^ \u\ + Vu^) < o o j . (1.13) 
(The factor comes from scaling.) 
Let r be as in Theorem 1.1 and cq > 0 be a small number. We set 
A/^  = | p = ( P i , . . . , P / 0 6 r X … X r, /^； 广 I ) < Co"，k,i = i , . . . 
Let be a cut-off function such that 
^ 1 if d { x , T ) < l , 
X � = 
0 if d{x,T) > 1. 
\ 
Fix P = (Pi’ …，Pk) e Ah and we define 
(X — P^ \ 
Wph{x) = w 赠 ) ’ wpk(x) = WpH{x)x{x). (1.14) 
\ ^ / ‘ ‘‘ 
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Since we want to find a family of changing-sign solutions with K bumps and 
satisfying (1.5), we write 
一 K 
i二 1 
As the linearized operator at l ” + i 切 i s not uniformly invertible with 
respect to h, we introduce the approximate kernel: 
/ I � 
…， r — 著 二 1 ， … ， � H � R ) , 
and the approximate cokernel: 
CVp= span = C L\R). 
We will solve for in K^p up to ( 7�p by using the Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction method. This method has also been used in [8], [15], [17], [20] and [21 . 
Then we will show that p is C^ in P. After this, we define a new function 
(K \ 
Mh{V) = Jh ^ ( - i r + V . + ：入"—凡 (1.15) 
/ 
By some lengthy computations, we obtain the following asymptotic expansion 
K 
2=1 
+ ( " + o(l)) ( — ( 1 . 1 6 ) 
for some positive constants Q, ！3. Here o(l) means |o(l)| — 0 as /z — 0. 
After getting A//,(P), we will minimize it over A/,,. By condition (1.6), we 
can ensure that A4(P) attains its minimum inside A/,., says P" G A/,,. Then the 
K ‘ 
corresponding function 补(.r) = + p/, is a solution of (1.5) for 
7 = 1 
:7�G R. Also, we can show that w/,(.?：) has the properties of Theorem 1.1. 
This thesis is organized as follows. 
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We state some important preliminary estimates leading to (1.16) in Chapter 
2 and use the standard Liapunov-Schmidt reduced procedure in Chapter 3. To 
solve the reduced problem, we will apply a minimizing procedure in Chapter 4 
and finish the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Chapter 5. Next, we will prove Theorem 
1.2 in Chapter 6. To prove it, we first suppose the theorem is false and get a 
system of equations on the locations of the bumps. By using the fact that V 
has a local nondegenerate maximum at Pq, we will get a contradiction. Finally, 
Theorem 1.3 will be proved in Chapter 7. We will find the location of the K— 
bumps by using the system of equations that obtained in Chapter 6. 
Before closing tliis chapter, we state some useful notations. The letter C will 
always denote various generic constants which are independent of /?. 0[A) means 
0{A)\ < C\A\ and o{a) means |o(a)|/|a| -^Oas/?—>0. 0 < < 5 < 1 will always 
denote a very small iiuinber and / (u ) = |".|尸-1仏 Finally, "E" means summation 
from 1 to I\. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminary analysis 
In this chapter, we will first compute some integrals which will be useful in 
later chapters. Also, we will obtain the energy expansion of K-bumps in A/,,. 
Now, we state a useful lemma about the interactions between two w's. 
Lemma 2.1 Let 小 G C{R) fl L��R), G C(R) be even functions and satisfy 
for some a > 0； 70 G 
(j){x) exp(a|x|) —> 7o as |;r| — 00, 
/ I功(:r)| exp(a|:r|) < 00. 
J R 
Then 
exp(a'|2/|) / 0(.T + y)^{x)dx 70 / ^( .t ) exp(-a.r)c/.T as \y\ 00. 
Jr J R 
Proof. Since 
exp(a|^|) 7o as 一 oo, 
/ |'0(.7：)| exp(Q'|.7:|) < 00, 
Jr 
14 
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By dominated convergence theorem, we have 
exp(a|y|) / (j){x + y)ilj{x)dx 
J R 
—exp(Q;|y|) / 7o e x p ( — + y\)ip{x)dx 
JR 
= 7 0 / ^(x) exp(-a(|a: + y\ - \y\))dx 
Jr 
f " \ ( ( 2{x,y) L tPV \ , 
= 7 0 / exp -a y 1 H 5——I ^ + ol y dx 
JR \ \ y 之 y J 
r / / /x,y) X ^ \ \ 
二 70 / •{x) exp 一 1 + — ^ + - ^ + a\y\ dx 
JR \ V \yr 2I2/IV J 
f 丨 （ � ( 
一 7o / exp —a dx 
JR \ y J 
= 7 0 / exp{—ax)dx as \y\ — 00. 
JR 
• 
Using Lemma 2.1 and the decay estimate (1.10), we get the following estimate. 
Lemma 2.2 For h sufficiently small and P 二 (Pi, ...PK) G Kh, we have 
h- ' J^u^^^wp^dx = (7 + 0(1))^ ‘ … 
where Ah is defined in chapter 1，wp. is defined by (1.14) and 
7 = [ wP{y)e-ydy > 0. (2.1) 
Jr 
Proof. For h sufficiently small 
h—i / w^p.wp.dx JR ‘ 3 
f p f x - PA ^ I � - A � 
= Jr V � P i � ) " 呢 ) ) d工 + 外 “ ） 
Since iu{y)�e-丨"I and by Lemma 2.1, 
exp(a|z|) / (\){y + z)ij{y)dy 70 / ^piy) exp{-ay)dy as |2：| ^ 00. 
Jr Jr 
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1 _ p . — p. X — Pi 
Here, we let a = 1, 70 = , z = V = ~ j ^ , 
(Ky) 二叫n P j认 y ) ,偏 = ⑷. 
Therefore, for h sufficiently small 
w (Pi ,尸j) h—i [ pwp.dx 
\ h J Jr P… 
f P j - P j Y ' f p f x - P A (t — P A “ x — PA 
二 H 丁 ） 啊 ( 丁 卜 ) ( 丁 M 丁 ） 
= w y ^ p . ) { y + z)dy 
二 、 + 0(1) 
J R 
= / '^^{y) + 0(1). 
Jr 
Lemma 2.2 is thus proved. • 
Another direct application of Lemma 2.1 is the following useful corollary. 
Corollary 2.3 Let A > 1； > 1 be two positive numbers. Then we have 
h-i J = O (^nj^MPM-s ) , z^j, (2.2) 
where 6 > 0 is any small number. In particular, if pi > P2, we can take 6 = 0. 
Proof. We first consider the case jSi > fh. 
Similar as Lemma 2.2, we let 
p. _ p. 工—p 
^ = A, 2 = \ \ y = — 偏 = � � and (t){y) = ^ � � . 
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Since / 丑秘， e x p ( — / ? 2 � ) < oo and by Lemma 2.1, 
h - � - 阪 / ^P^P.dx 
= " " ' j : v \ p � 〔 丁 ) < 〜 、 丁 
一 V h 从 h 广 — h h J 
= + z)dy 
= 7 o / exp(—/%) + 0(1) = C <oo 
J FT 
where C is some positive constant. 
Therefore, we get h'^ J w智，^^式=O ( ^ w 如 , " 
For A - "2, we write h'^ /尺切：^;喊=hr^ /丑峻^/^广喊，where < 6 < p2 
is a small number. Since Wp. is bounded, we can show that 
Lemma 2.3 is thus proved. • 
The next lemma is the main result in the chapter. 
Lemma 2.4 For any P = (Pi, ...Pk) G AH, where AH is defined in chapter 1, 
and h sufficiently small, we have 
(K \ K 
\ = 1 / 7； = 1 
- ( 1 + ^(1)) E ( — l ” � ( ^ i " ^ ) + � ( " f > ' _ + "2 ) (2.3) 
一 7:，/=1，7:#/ \ ‘ ) 乂 7 = 1 / 
where I{iu) is given by (1.11) and 7 is defined by (2.1) . 
Remark. Roughly speaking, w measures the interaction between the 
bump at Pi and the bump at Pi. 
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Proof. We will do the case when K = 1, 2 and 3 and the other cases are 
similar. By (1.10) and (1.14), Wp. := decays exponentially outside 
any neighborhood Bs{Pi) of where ^ > 0 is a small fixed number. Thus we 
obtain 
. , - A � f x - Pi\ / 
Wp. = Wp. + 0[e h) = wv{Pi) - J + 0 \ e ^J . 
For K = 1, if we set Pi + hy = x. We have 
Mwp,) 二 h-' Q ^ + V{x)wl^{x)) dx -
— \ L ( ： ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 广 + + ( ¥ ) ) . ( 罕 ） 
- 点 仆 罕 ) 「 〜 ( 罕 ) + � M 
-巧卜。八丁) ' ( 丁 V 
+ L iViP. + M - m ) )响P i ) (明 ^ ( ^ ) 
+ X 剛 + M - 刚 ) ) ‘ ) ( 明 d ( 明 
= + O(e-I) + 0{h\V\Pi)\), 
since 
V^w — V{P,) = 0{\x- Pi\\V\P,)\) = 0{h\y\\V\P,)\) 
and 
/ \y\w'^{y)dy < oo. 
J R 
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For K = 2, we first obtain the following for i j, 
IR —'P，'PJ + 切尸T 切 P：/) 
=h-i j {w'p^wp. + V{x)wp^wp.) + O (e-^) 
= j : P v � P i �切 v � P 3 � + (工）_ WCPO^V^C^ ',) + O (e-务) 
= ( 7 + 。 ⑴ — + 0{h\V\P^\) + 0(e-去） 
by Lemma 2.2, where 7 is defined by (2.1). 
Note that from (1.12), 
- + = 0, 
hence， / = / _ . 
J R J R 
Let 
：= {y e : \hy — Pi| < — F2|| ’ 
r 1-8 1 
G : \hy — P2I < - P2I j , 
We have 
J 他 jfh 
^ ( ( J - P i ) ( p + l ) ( j - P . 2 ) ( p + 1 ) \ 
< C e h + e— h 
~ \ / 
( p + l ) ( l - ( ^ ) | P l - Pol 
< C e ~ 
f fPl-P2\\ 
V V ^ / / 
By (1.8), if we choose S such that (p + 1)(1 - S) > 2 (note that P G Ah). 
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On r^ i, we have 
h-' [ {\wp, - — — I仏尸21奸 1) 
jQi 
= - { P + l)h-' [ + "-1 / O + w^-'w].^') 
jQi Jfti \ , 
\ H J 
by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3. 
Similarly, on we have 
"-1 [ {\wp, - - -
f Pi - P2\ =(7(p+ 1) + o{l))w . 
\ H J 
Hence Jh(wp^ — wp )^ 
=Jh{wpJ + / {wp^Wp^ + V{x)wp^wp^) 
JR 
— I r (丨“"尸 1 一 “""尸2丨奸1 _丨…尸 1丨州—丨扮尸」奸1) 
二 ！ / ( 尸 i + I{w) - (7 + 0(1)) w (Pi 了 
L 」 \ 乂 
+ O {h\V\P^)\ + h\V\P2)\) + 2(7 + 0(1)) W 
+ + ( ： ^ ^ ^ ) O {h\V\P^)\ + h\V\P2)\). 
Similar as above. For K = 3, we let 
\hy - Pil < - Pslj , 
� 1 — ^ I f 1 s � 
\hy - P2I < — P2I j n}^ye R:\hy- P2I < - P s l j , 
\hy - P3I < - Pslj , 
R\ {Qi U U ^3 ) . 
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Then 
On : — 尸2 + 秘P3I奸 1 — I秘Pi 广+1 _ I秘尸2广+1 — I秘广+1 
^ ( (Pl-P2\\ , / [P2-P^\\ 
< o w -\-o\w . 
\ \ h J J \ \ h J J 
On : " -1 [ {\wp^  - - — I切P2I奸 1 -丨秘PsI奸 1) 
Jfh 
= { p + l)h-' [ f O (w^p^' + 
Jfti JQi \ , 
= = - ( 7 ( p + 1 ) + 0(1)) w + (7(P + 1 ) + ^ ( 1 ) ) 扣 . 
On ： h - ' [ {\wp, - wp, + — — -
九2 
= - M p + I) + (^1))^  —、咖 +1) + . 
On O3 ： /i—i [ {\wp^ — — 一 — I切P3I奸 1) 
Jfh 
=iliP + 1 ) + ^(1))^ - + 1) + • 
Therefore, 
Jh Opi WP2 + Wp^) 
=MwpJ + Jh{wp^) + Jh{wp^) — / {wp^Wp^ + V{x)wp^wp^) 
Jr 
+ 1 / {wp^p^ + V{x)wp^wp,) - h-^ / {wp^wp^ + V{x)wp^wp^) 
Jr Jr 
— [ 一 I秘Pil奸 1 - - I秘尸3丨奸1) 
P十丄 J R 
‘ , 、p+i 1 , 、p+i 1 p+i 11 
+ (7 + 0(1)— - (7 + 0(1)— 
+ (7 + 0(1)— 
+ O {h\V'{P,)\ + h\V\P2)\ + h\V'{Ps)\). 
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Lemma 2.4 is thus proved. • 
Chapter 3 
Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 
In this chapter, we solve problem (1.5) with an appropriate kernel and cok-
ernel, respectively. Since the procedure has now become standard, we shall only 
give a sketch of the proof. For more details, please see [15] and [21 . 
We first introduce some notations. Let Sh{u) = u — V(hy)u + f{u), where 
f{u) = for u e H\R) n S. Then solving equation (1.5) is equivalent to 
solving Sh{u) = 0，" G Fix P = (Pi,…Pk) G Ah- TO study (1.5), we 
first consider the linearized operator 
� f K \ 
Lh ： Hz) ^ $��—V{hz)^z) + f Hz), 
It is easy to see (integration by parts) that the cokernel of 
Lh coincides with its kernel. Choose the approximate cokernel and kernel as 
C^ P = span|/i^|i = 1，K^ c 
Kh,P = span{/7.^ |z = 1 ,A^} c II'(B). 
Remark. Since Wa(y) is the unique solution of v" — av -\-vP = 0, we have 
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v{y) — v{PMy) + o (h 樂 wy � ) = 0 , yen. 
Since 
ly = x � y �l y + • ( 着 s 
it is easy to see that 
" 奢 = + O ⑶ + e - 、 ⑴ ) . (3.1) 
Let 7r/j,’p denote the projection from L\IV) onto C^p. Our goal in this chapter is 
to show that the equation 
K 
i=l 
has a unique solution $ = G K^p if h is small enough. Moreover 
is CMn P - {Pi,...Pk). 
As a preparation, in the following proposition, we show the invertibility of 
the corresponding linearized operator. The proofs are standard and thus are 
omitted. See [20] and [21]. (Note that here Ah depends on h. But the same proof 
p. — p. 
goes through since we have that ~ ~ — + O O , 2 • j, as h 0, where P 
/ L 
=(尸1’ eAh..) 
Proposition 3.1 Let Lk,p ：= tt^^p O Lh. Then there exists positive constant h 
such that for all h G (0, h) and P = (Pi, ...Pk) G Kh, the map 
：= 7Th,P o Lh ： Kfp C^^p 
is both injective and subjective. Moreover 
\Lh,r^\\LHR) > 中II//2⑷ (3.2) 
for all ^  e K^p. 
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Proof. We will use the same method of [8], [20], [21] and [28 . 
Suppose that (3.2) is false. Then there exist sequences {hk}, { F f � a n d {^ ^；} 
{i = 1 , K , k = l, 2,...) with pk 二 (ff',…P^) G Ah,尘k e i^^pk such that 
I I 丄 仍 尺 ） — 0 (3.3) 
I I 少 均 = 1 , . (3.4) 
As before, we set 
( 
Wi认y) )， y G R. 
For i = 1,…，K, we denote 
_ dwi，k . dwi,k 
Note that 
< Ci…>= 加 + O (Jik), as k — Q 
since — is exponentially small, where is the Kronecker symbol. 
dPi dPi 
By Bessel's inequality, we get 
and because of (3.3), 
^ / r \ 2 
ll-^/^-.^/^lli^-V / Lh,^kei,k — 0 (3.5) 
as /c —» oo. 
We introduce new sequence {v^ ?:’fc} by 
^iAv) = X (M — If)电 k�y), yeR (3.6) 
where xi^) is a cut-off function such that xi^：) = 1 for < S and = 0 for 
2；! > 26 where 6 is small. 
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It follows from (3.4) and the smoothness of x that 
for k sufficiently large. Therefore there exists a subsequence, again denoted by 
{(fi^k} which converges weakly in H^{R) to a limit as A; — oo. We are now 
going to show that i f � � 三 0. As a first step we want to deduce 
/ , ， 务 0. (3.7) 
In fact, 
f ( Pf�dw , 
/ 队 k y-^-T- 丁 dy 
JR \ hk J dy 
=jx{h,y)^, {y^Pt) 
= ( s m c e 
=o{l). I 1 
f x — pk \ 
Here we have used the facts that 尘^： ^ K^ pk and w I ” ‘ J is exponentially 
’ \ h, J 
small outside This implies (3.7). 
Let the linear operator S'q{w) be the Frechet derivative at w of 
= V — I，+ /("), 5o ： H''(R) — L\R). 
Let A'o and Co he the kernel and cokpniel, respectively, of 
Xoto that 
A'o = Co= f c ^ ceB>. 
I (ly J 
Equation (3.7) implies that 工 G I\\j-. By the oxpoiioiitial d�(‘ay of ic and by 
(3.3). we have after possibly taking a furtlirr sul)soqnriico that 
v'rc - + f'M么乂 = 0. 
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i.e. (fi,oo G Kq. Therefore (pi^ oo = 0 and hence 
代oo — 0, weakly in (3.8) 
as A: 一 oo. 
By the definition of (fi，k, we get � 0 in H^ and 
/ K \ 2 
\ / L2 
r f / K \\ ^ 
^^ V W / / 
r ( ( K \ \ ^  r ( ( K \ \ ^  
= / E ( - l ” + l 切P』；^ + / / 严 1 川 户 』 , • 
AjiMP产）乂 1 // J_6�Pt八 ‘ J J 
Because of the exponential decay of Wpk and ^ 0 in we get 
,f K \ 
f — 0’ as k oo. 
\'：=1 / l2 
Furthermore, 
|<1>二 一 — 0’ as k — oo. 
Since 
\v(�liiUT t hat 
I (I)人-II/1 一 0. as A- oc. 
In summary: 
|(1):.|丨厂:一 (） a n d 丨|(1)"丨|"1 — (). (3.9) 
Lot = 人.一f • It is \\，(、ll-kiio\vii that ||(I)人< ||/||厂2. 
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From the elliptic regularity estimate and (3.9): 
I企fell丑2 < C{\\f -^kh^ + ll^fclUO 
< CII/IU2 
< CW^l-^kh^ 
< + (3.10) 
for ^k e H � R \ we imply that 
— 0’ as A: —> 0 0 . 
This contradicts the assumption that 
\^k\\H^{R) = 1 
and the proof of (3.2) is completed. 
From (3.2), if = Lhk龟2, then we have 
0 = - 2^)\\LHR) > - 2^)\\HHR) > 0 
which implies that 
This means the operator Lhj> is injective. 
Next we prove the surjectivity of Lh.p-
By the theory of elliptic oqiiations and hy iiitegration by parts, it is easy to 
see that T is a (unl)oiiiided) self-adjoint operator 011 and a closed operator. 
Tlie L^ estimates of elliptic equations imply that the range of T is closed in L'^(R). 
Then b\- Closed Range Theorem([29]. page 205). we know that the range of T is 
the orthogonal coinpleinent of its kernel which is. by Proposition 3.1, K^.p. 
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So the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed. • 
We are now in a position to solve the equation 
(K \ 
沉 � S h ^ ( - l y + i ^ p , + $ 二 0，$ e (3.11) 
/ 
Note that simple computations show that 
f K �� 3 
Sh 1 严 + 叫 = u m + NhA^) + (3.12) 
V t=i / j=i 
where 
/ K \ / K \ / K \ 
iVM>(歪)=f + 少 _ / 秘Pt D - i y : � 少 ， 
\i=l / \i=l / \i=l / 
M》，P 二 _ f ] [(V _ V(只:))(—秘Pj , 
i=l 
mIp = f - ； i r v K O ， 
K 
K p = E ( - i 广 1 h p . + + f i ^ p j . 
2=1 
Before we continue, we need the following error estimates. 
Lemma 3.2 For h sufficiently small, we have 
(3.13) 
f K \ 
' (3.14) 
\ / 
| | M " � p | | 巧 丑 ） ( 3 . 1 5 ) 
(3.16) 
where 
/ p. _ p . \ 
f7 = min ( l , p - 1) - 8 , 8h = maxi^ - . (3.17) 
\ h J 
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Proof. From the mean value theorem, 
\Nh,rm 
( K \ / K \ / K \ 
二 F 严秘尸,+0 - / E(—1 严 秘 D - I Y 〜 ^ 
/ / ) 
� ( K \1 
二 / ( a ) - / 秘 $ 
L W /J 
< C|针 
/ K K \ 
where a G 1 ) … 秘 1 严丄秘 + $ and / G 
\i=i i=i ) 
(3.13) is thus proved. 
Inequality (3.16) follows from the definition and (1.9). For (3.14), it follows 
from the fact that V{x) - V{Pi) = V(hy + Fi) - V{Pi) = O {h\y\\V'{Pi)\) and 
/ < oo. 
Jr 
It remains to prove (3.15). To this end, we divide the domain R into {K + 1) 
parts: Let R = U '^^ ^Qi, where := {y : \hy — Pi\ < ^mmk\Pk — Pk-i |} , ^ — 
1 , K a,ndk = 2 , K , = R \ 
We now estimate p in each domain. In Q^+i, we have 
i+g-
Hence || A /^�P||L2�厂+丄）< ). In Q,；, i = 1 , K , we have 
/ \ 
K p I < E E K T ^ ' • 
ji^ i V j^ t / 
Note that in , i — 1 , i C , we have wp�< wp" for j • i, and hence 
"-1 / /�UJP�2 < c h - � [ < 61'' 
Jn, Jn, ‘ ‘ 
if p> 2 by corollary 2.3. When 1 < p < 2 and u'p, > wp], we have 
f ， < f ；^y 
v '^p,/ - \wpj ， 
p+6 2/2 p+S 
让、P,让’ Pj < 让 • 
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Therefore, 
" — 1 [ 2 < CH-1 R W ' ^ R ' H 
jfii j^i 
/ 2(p-l)-p-6 p+6 2 
< Ch-' [ 〜 l y p + 6 
< ch-' [ < 
jfii 
by corollary 2.3 (here we need 2 — p — 6 > 0). Hence we obtain 
I K P I I 刚 < o [6^). 
Combining the estimates for 2 = 1 , K 1, we obtain (3.15). • 
Next we solve (3.11). Since is invertible (call the inverse L^p), we 
can rewrite (3.11) as 
/ 3 \ 
少 = - � 兀 m O E - 拟 P � 兀 M > ) A^P W 三仏P W , (3.18) 
\j=i / 
where the operator Gk,p is defined by the last equation for $ G i P � R ) . 
We are going to show that the operator (7/, p is a contraction on 
B 切 三 均 ： 丨 丨 到 丨 丑 2 � 
( 1 上 & , \ 
if 77 - Co � , 2 + " > and Co 
> 0 is large enough. In fact, since 
V i二 1 / 
L'k^ : L\R) - l|L/;，ip糾I丑2� < 
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we have 
丑 2 (用 
/ 3 \ 
=。兀"，P ) A ^ M>(歪）+ 。兀"’P) E K P 
/ 3 \ 
< c II兀"，po队，p(歪)IIL2� + � ” Y ^ M i p 
\ =1 L^R)) 
( 3 \ 
< c l l ^，P (则⑷ + E 
\ lHR)/ 
( A ^ , \ 
< c III歪|i+1l糊+ 
V / 
/ ^ K \ 
< 外 I 少 & ⑷ + 〜 平 + 
v ？:=i / 
/ K \ 
/ 1 , l + cr _ _ . , 
V i=i 
/ K \ 
\ / 
where C > 0 is independent of 77 > 0, Sh is defined by (3.17) and c{r}) — 0 as 
T] — 0. If we choose CQ large enough, then GH^P is map from BH’” to BH,”. 
Similarly, we can show 
= j 妃p。兀/^P) # " ’ P (巾）—� 7 r " ’ p ) 
/ f< \ ( K \ 
=C f + $ — / i”+V，p，+ ‘ 
一 f (E(—一 ( [ ‘ ) ： 
/ LHR) 
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= C / (a + (a) - / {a) -
/ ( K \\ , \ 
+ / ⑷ — / 1严1 拟尸0 -
\ / / L2(R) 
< C ( $ — + ($>(<!) - � — V 巧用 咖)乂 
< Cciri) 
K 
where a = + $ and c{rj) — 0 as 77 0. Therefore is a 
contraction on Bh,”. The existence of a fixed point $ = p now follows from 
the contraction mapping principle, and hence is a solution of (3.18). 
Because of the fact that 
/ 3 \ 
W^hAhhr) < ^ I I ^ M 少 ⑶ + 
V 片 L^R)/ 
V 7:=1 / 
we have 
V / 
We have thus proved the following: 
Lemma 3.3 There exists h> 0 such that for any 0 < h <h and P G Ah； there 
exists a unique ^ satisfying 7r/^，p o Sh (！^ ：^“-丄”+工秘尸！ + 少"，p) = 0 G 
Ci^ and 
K 
II中M>IW) < C V ^ � . (3.19) 
i=l 
Finally we show that is actually smooth in P. 
Lemma 3.4 Let be defined by Lemma 3.3. Then p G C^ in P. 
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Proof. Recall that is a solution of the equation 
(K \ 
vrM>。Sh 1 )叫秘P i + 龟h,i> = 0 (3.20) 
- / 
such that 
e K � . (3.21) 
Notice that by differentiating equation (3.20) twice, it is easy to see that the 
function icp. and ^ are C^ in P. This implies that the projection 7rh,p is C^ 
‘ dPi ‘ 
in P. 
Applying d/dPi to (3.20) gives 
1 ) � + � � ) ( f ( - 1 ) … 榮 + 警 ） 
\i=l / \i=l � / 
, / K \ 
o & 〜 t + $〜p 二 0 (3.22) 
吼 \i=l / 
where 
/ K \ ( K \ 
DSH + $"，P =•"-v + f + 巾"，p . 
/ / 
We decompose 二广 into two parts: 
dP, — V dP, ( dP, 
w i - ( 蟹 ) i e / “ , � - ( 智 对 。 . 
Since ^h p e K/^p and e Kh,p, we have that 
f T d w p, 
Jr dPk 
f dwp^ f cPicp^ 
f ( d i L � P k , f . d^wp, . 
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Therefore, we can easily see that is continuous in P. 
Now we can write equation (3.22) as 
/JL \ / \ 
) \\ a广i J2J 
〜 + 〜’。) ( f : ( - i 严 榮 + ( 榮 ) ） \i=\ / \i=\ ‘ \ 2/1/ 
, / K \ 
+ 藥 o � + p = 0. (3.23) 
仏 Vi=i / 
As in the proof of Proposition 3.1，we can show that the operator 7r/i，po 
/K \ ， 
D Sh + 屯h,p is invertible from Kjjrp to C^p. Then we can take 
/ ， ， 
(K \ 
the inverse of TT/J^ P oDSh ^^(―Ip+i秘Pi + 少"，P in the above equation, and the 
inverse is continuous in P. 
dwp. ( 广 知. ID ^  A . 叔"，P 
bince ———, G Kh p are continuous m 6 A/^  and so is ‘ ， 
dPi \ dPi ) Y , dPi 
we conclude that ~ i s also continuous in P. This is the same as the C^ 
\ dPi ； 2 
dependence of /^^  p in P. 
The proof is finished. • 
Chapter 4 
A minimizing procedure 
In this chapter, we will study a minimizing problem. Fix P G Kh- Let p 
be the solution given by Lemma 3.3. we define a new functional 
f K \ 
M ,(P) = JH + 歪“，P ：入"—凡 (4.1) 
/ 
We have the following asymptotic expansion of Mh(P). 
Lemma 4.1 For P G Kh, we have 
K 
X~> p+i 1 
M“P) = 
_ ( | + � ( 1 ) ) t (弟[华) 
. / K \ 
+ + (4.2) 
V ？ / 
36 
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Proof. For any P G Ah, we have 
/ K \ 
M,(P) = Jh x y - i y � . + 少M>) + O (II少 
\ v;=l / 
where 57i，p (少 
“r K , \ f f K \ 
= " — 1 / E ( — 1 严 1 ( 切 ; ,屯 + V扮巧：少M>)- / / 严 1 秘Pi 
R i=i \ ^ \i=i J 
= H - A F f > i ” + i — m ) ) 一"，p + ( f > i ” + i / (如） 
/ K \ \ -
—f ^(-ir^'^p.屯h,p + O ie-i 
W / / _ 
K 
�=1 L2(R) 
K ( K \ 
+ E ( — l 严 / ( 如 ） - f E ( — 1 严 如 II少M>IL2� + Cei 
( K \ 
< oihY, y\Pi) . 
V i=i / 
By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.3, we obtain (4.2). • 
From Lemma 4.1, we have the following: 
Proposition 4.2 For h sufficiently small, the following minimizing problem, 
m i n { M , , ( P ) : P G A 4 (4.3) 
has a solution P � G A/,,. 
(K \ 
Proof. Since Jh ^^ {^—lY'^ ^wp. + is continuous in P, the minimizing 
/ 
problem has a solution. Let Mh(P^) be the minimum of J/,, where P" G Ah-
We claim that P" G A/,,. We will prove this by energy comparison and obtain 
an upper bound for M “ P ” . 
Let K > 1. We choose 
A � 二 — / f = P i � + (j — = … 
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Then certainly P^ G T. 
/ po _pO \ ( pQ - po—1 \ 
Moreover, w ~ ^ — < w ~ - — — = W 万 ) = O ("互 )< CQJI for 
h small So pO = ( i f , P ^ ) G kh. 
By Taylor's expansion, we have 
V{P?) = ^(0) + 0(h!), = O (/it)，z = 1,…，K . 
Hence by (4.2), we obtain 
A 4 ( P ” 二 min M^(P) < 风(P。）< KI{w) + Ch!, 
PeAh 
which implies that (by Lemma 4.1) 
i=l 
+ 广 v ' i P h +/^2� 
fc/z \ ^ / \ / 
< KI{w) + Chi. (4.4) 
From (4.4), we can deduce P" G A/^ . In fact, suppose not. Then by the 
definition of Kh, there are two possibilities. Either one of the is on OT. In 
this case, by condition (1.6).(noting that V^(P” > V(0) + jii for some /ii > 0 if 
Pf e ^r) We get 
K 
for some > 0, which is impossible by (4.4). Or w ( ? � : ? , ) = CQH for some 
k I. In this case w ^^ ) = CQJI and 
E m ” 告 + Q + o { i ) ) 
i=l k^l \ ^ J 
- t + G + 0(1)) - ( ¥ ) + (i + � � ) - ( ^ ) 
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> KI{w) + (圣 + coh (since = o{h) if \k - l\ ^ 1) 
which is impossible by (4.4). Hence P"' G Ah, which completes the proof of 
Proposition 4.2. • 
Remark. From the proof of Proposition 4.2 and (4.2), we can obtain 
y{Pt) — mmF(P) = V{Pt) - V{Po) = 0(1), 
/ ph 一 ph� 
秘 ' ^ ^ j = o{Jih Vi + j, 
which means that Ff' — Pq = o(l) and we get 
/ph _ ph\ 
w ( \ J J = o(h) < Ch, 
ip/^ -p?"丨 — c 
which implies that e ^ < Ch, and ~————> log — for some C > 0. 
h — h 
Chapter 5 
Proof of theorem 1.1 
In this chapter , we apply the results in chapter 3 and chapter 4 to prove 
Theorem 1.1. 
/ K \ 
Proof of theorem 1.1. Since 7r/^，p o Sh + = 0，where 
， Vi=i ‘ ，/ 
(K \ 
少"，p € K/^P, which means C^^ p part of Sh + $/^，p is 0. By 
‘ ， Vi=i ‘ / 
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, there exists HQ such that for h < JIQ, we have a C^ 
map which, to any P G Ah, associates 龟…,Pk ^ such that 
E a j ^ (5.1) 
for some constants ak G R^. By Proposition 4.2, we have P " G A/,,, achieving the 
minimum of the minimization problem in Proposition 4.2. Let $ = and 
K ， 
Uh = ^^{-ly^^Wph + Then we have 
DpAp—1 義(P” = 0, 1 = 1,…，K. 
40 
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Hence, 
f ^ ( + ^ M V . . ， p J Y I V u / � P t +屯 凡…’ PK) 
Jr “ V d 只 / p.^ph 吼 Pr = Pt 
- 丨 弟 严 P々i，...，PK) 1 = 0 
for i = 1 , … , K . 
Therefore, from the above we get 




Since ... ph G K^^t, and G i^ /i，p", we have that 
f dwph 
s � h L dPt dPt - 4 他、�k 
dPwph 
= d P ^ 巧用龟他…， P b lHR) 
\ \ i^j \ / i=l / / 
By Lemma 3.3. Note that 
/ f dyj 
_1 f d^ph dwph h-2 / ( — + o ("—2) if i = k, 
“ J I ^ 
R k ^ otherwise. 
\ 
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Thus, equation (5.2) becomes a system of homogeneous equations for and the 
matrix of the system is nonsingular since it is diagonally dominant. So a^ 三 0, 
K 
k = 1,…，K. Hence, Uh 二 + 屯h,Ff’…’pj^ is a critical point of Jh 
1=1 
and Uh{x) satisfies (1.5). 
By the structure of Uh, we see that (up to a permutation) Q^ — = o{h). 
Since Pf - Pq = o(l), we obtain that Q^ - Pq = o(l) and V{Q^) — V{Pq) as " — 
0. Moreover, w 仏 ^ ^^ < 2co"，which implies that 认 ^ ^^ > log — for 
y n J h — h 
This proves Theorem 1.1. • 
Chapter 6 
Proof of theorem 1.2 
We will prove Theorem 1.2 in this chapter. 
Let Pq be a local maximum point of V{x) such that V"(Pq) • 0. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that PQ = 0 and V{Pq) = 1. Let > 1 be an 
integer. 
Suppose Theorem 1.2 is not true. Namely there exists a sequence of solutions 
Uh such that for h sufficiently small, 
(i) Uh has exactly local maximum points Q^, Qj, • • • and local minimum points 
Q� ,05， . . . , where Qi < Q^ < Q^ < • • - < The total number of local 
maximum points and local minimum points is K. As h 0, Q� 一 Pq and Q^ - Q � ‘ 
>00，Vz,j = I,-- - i^j. 
(ii)…,"(：1：)| < Ce-f^ “ ‘ ^ for some > 0, C > 0 and -> a, 
a > 0, Vz = 1, • • • as /z 0. 
Recall that 
(X — 
^^ QfC-^ ) = ^V(Qf) ( —^ ) , 、 糾 = ( 6 . 1 ) 
In this chapter, we use lUi to denote Wqh and Wi to denote WQh. Furthermore, 
43 
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we set 
/ Qh — Qh \ 
•T 二 hy, 4 = w '' ] , i^j, Sh = max (6.2) 
J y n J t^j J 
and 
K 
Uh{hy) 二 “ 、 M + My)' 
i=l 
By using the equation 
Uh - + 1 以 i t i " = 0 
and 
切;'-y (Q^) w, + wf = 0, 
it is easy to see that •h satisfies 
‘ K P-^ 
(^[-V^H+P 1 严1 扮，小h 
K 
?;=i 
+ 严 ； £ ( - 1 产 奶 秘 厂 秘 f 
j—1 
K P-^ / K \ 
< + [ ( — 1 广 1 秘 斤 — 1 严 秘 2 + 如 
i=i V ？:=i / V . 乂 
K P-1 广 K \ 
- ! ： ( - 1 产 、 E ( — 1 严 
j^l \i=l J 
K 
— 1 严 1 切 2 广 1 於 " 
K 
+ 终 1 -也)〃 — ( 切 2 —也） 
i=l 
、 - i£;�"| 二 0. 
Then one has 
Lemma 6.1 For h sufficiently small, we have 
丄 ( | ‘ 「 + ⑷ = 。 ( " 2 + 們 （6.4) 
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where a = min(l,p — 1) — > 0, ^  > 0 small and 8h is defined by (6.2). 
Proof. 
We follow closely to the arguments of the proof of Lemma A in [19] with 
slightly changes. 
Set (j)h = (t>h/h where h = h + / All we need to prove is that 
j妾i 
[ + 知)2)=0(1). 
JR 
To this end, we note that 知 satisfies 
K 
？ ; = 1 
+ 去 严 [ ( 越 -
i—1 
K K p—1 
i—l j=l 
1 � K ~ P—i f K \ 
+ r 广 1 秘 + 站 " 1严 V + 站 
K P-^ / K \ 
3=1 \i=l J 




+ T 1 严1 - 也 ) � - ^ i Q ' ) — 也 ） 
Al • 1 L 
+wf - ^ f j = 0 in R. 
Since 
\{y{Q'l) — V)w^ < C\y\w{y) G L\R) n L^{R) 
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and 
r K r K p-^ 1 ‘ 
i^ij) 2 \_i=i - [ � _ 
(See the proof of Lemma 3.2), then (ph satisfies 
K P-^ 
K-V^h+P 1 严1 秘< k + o{l)4>h + Fh = 0 inR (6.5) 
i=l 
where 
^ c, < c. 
All we need to prove is that 知 = 0 ( 1 ) (Since if we multiply (6.5) by 么 
and integrating by parts, we get 
/ K \ 
due to the fact that Fh G Lp-{R) and G L^{R). 
W / 
Suppose not. Let \(j)h{yh)\ = maXy^R \ (j)h\. From the equation (6.5) of 办h, 
we know ^^[{yh) — V^hiVh) < 0 (since V satisfies (1.4) and w decays at oo). 
Therefore, 
K ^ /on 
j-i V ^  / 
for some R independent of h. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
Let 
7 ( � + 
My) = ^ : — , 
(kivh) 
then 
k ^ <C, k < 1. 
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/s 
As /i —» 0, the limit of (l)h{y) exists (by taking the subsequence) and is denoted 
by 00 (y). Moreover 务h —如 in C}�人K) where 如(y) satisfies 
(t>o —如 + FwP-�o = 0, (t>o^ H\R). 
It is well-known that (see lemma 6.5 of [19]) 
My): a 字 
dy 
for some constant a. 
On the other hand, since 
h ^hiVh) 
We have that 
中h (U)= ：—： 
h (t>h{yh) 
~h ihiVh) 
by (1.10) and hence 
rt) —0 
as h 一 0. 
Since ^/(O) + 0, we get a 三 0 and hence 0o(O)三 0. But ^hiVh) = 1 where 
Qh / Qh \ 
Vh = Vh ^ and |如 | < R (Since yh ^ Br [ —^ ), which is a contradiction to 
\ h J 
the fact that 0/,(如)-(poivh) 0. 
Lemma 6.1 is thus proved. • 
From Lemma 6.1, we deduce the following important result on the location of 
the K— bumps. 
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Lemma 6.2 For h sufficiently small, we have 
-hV' m — 严劝 (怒二 n + � | Q， I + E 二 0, (6.6) 
I林 / V i^i J 
for i = 1 , . . . , K, where c > Q is a negative number. 
Proof. 
We only prove the case for i = 1. The other cases are similar. 
Multiplying both sides of (6.3) by ^ ^ (here we set hy = .x), we have 
dy 
/ K p-i \ 
J 八 7^1 ” Y 
+/产例-苦 
J R ? ; / i y 
+ / £ ( - 1 严 f f : ( - 1 ” � , 二 - - � 1 $ 
J R ? ; = i L � 
广「K / K \ K p-1 
+ / E ( - i ) 州 秘 + 如 广 1 秘，:+ 如 — p 严 1 秘7 小h 
Jr [ i=l \i=i / 
K / K \1 , 
— D - 1 广 1 � D - 1 ” � 5 
/J 
+ / 1 严 :—制〃 —^ (e-) — ^ ^ ？ ： ) 1 学 
Jr Lt^ L i j dy 
二 /l + /2 + /3 + /4 + /5 = 0 
where TVs, i — 1,…，5 are defined at the last equality. 
We now compute each term. 
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First, using the equation for 勢，we obtain that 
, / K P-^ \ , 
h = / ^H 学 
^^ y i=i J ^ 
Jr ^y \ y _ 
二 o f {y{Q,)-v)^ 丨 除 ⑷ 
\ / LHR) 
= O + ( 4 ) 1 + 1 . 
V / 
Since 
(mi)-vo 字 姻 浏 
dy LHR) JR \dy J 
and 
w / 劑 《冉 
where the proof of the last inequality is essentially same as that of lemma 3.1. 
For I2, we obtain 





= - ( 如 如六 - i 7 i + 0("2) 
where Ji= yiuw' < 0. 
Jr 
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For J3, we have 
Is = D - / ( 柳 ? ) - 力 譬 
7；#1 J R y 
( Qh —Qh \ 
r dwy(nh) z + 义广 1 
= 严 / \ � 
J R Y 
- ( Qh _Qh \ 
r dwy(Qh>. z + ^, 1 
= 严 / _ ' ) - _ ) ’ Q ? ) ⑷ 、办 ) 
( Qh —Qh\ -
dWy(Qh) z + 义广 1 
—(VIQ^) - ^ 〜 ? ) ⑷ （ 1 〜 ) 
= E ( - 幹 / (^(Qf) - w{z) ^ ^^)-
J R ^ 
- ( m ” - ” dy 
f \ ( r + 
= / 謂 ⑷ 、 + 乂 
/ \ ^^ ) ( \ 
W i / 
Since 
f dw (z + / \ 
^(Q-)-Y{QI). / ^——)-=o E 
J R ^ / 
and 
/ Qh_Qh\ 
r dw z + 7:广 1 / / nh nh\\ 
/ ZW� ^ ^ “ ^ ^ O L'-' , + 
JR dy \ \ h J J 
by Lemma 2.1. 
For I4, set 
L 幼 — 腿 的 I f - 如 、 
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On L, one has 
J R i^i [ � y 
=E(-1 严� /^r -V苦+� fe轮） 
“ ay ViT^ i / 
- - E ( - i 严 脊 W , - 如 ） 
i矜 、 " 乂 JL 秘 \ 的 / 
/ Q^-Q^ \ / \ 
/ r)" nh \ r ( \ 
?；/! \ w?: / J R J 
/ n^ n^ \ ( \ 
= 7 2 ^ ^ — 1 ) 石 u Qh _ Oh Z^^H 
i 科 / Wl / 
_ ( Ql-Qr ^  
where C > 0 a n d � = C f wP{y)e Vl^i-'^ H； > 0. 
JR 
Outside L, we have 
丄 | ； ( - 1 ) ' + 1 [ | | ； ( - 1 ” + 、 厂 一 ] 苦 
= o ( Y i - i y ^ ' [ wr'^'wi-'^] 
V 台 Ac dy J 
Wi / 
Therefore, for I4, 
I/4I < C � < C ( y . � ， 广 力 = o ( E 对 . 
Wi / Wi / 
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Finally, due to the exponential decay of Wi — Wi, we have 
. W i / 
Combining the estimates for / “ i = 1,…，5, we get 
_ V (如击— * 71 + 7 2 E ( - 1 ) 叫 1� 
i^i \ W?' / 
/ \ 
+0 + 轮 = 0 (6.7) 
V ) 
which proves (6.6) for i = 1 with c = — > 0. • 
7i 
Proof of theorem 1.2. Without loss of generality, suppose Q�+i — Q ) = 
m i n 的 - Q]\ : = dh. So 兮州=max的殆：二 Sh-
We first claim that = 0(h). 
In fact, suppose not. Consider the following figure: 
———— 
Q? Q) Qnj Q) 
Figure 6.1 
We consider a subset Sh of • • • , 
First, Q^ G Sh and starting from the right hand side of Q), the adjacent point 
Q工 G Sh if lim ^———=1. Similarly, we start from the right hand side of 
Qh — Qh 
Qj； the adjacent point Q^ e Sh if lim ^ ^ — — — = 1 . Repeat this process for 
‘ h—Q dh 
, Qf 一 Qh” 
Q^ ^ and so on , terminate until we find that lim — ^ 1. 
” “0 dh 
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For the point Q^ , we divide (6.6) by Sh (noting that > 0). Then we have 
'I Oh 
- c D — 1 广 二 。 ⑴ ， 
^h / Qh — Qh \ 
� � - 1 =0(1). (6.8) 
Oh Qh _ Qh 
Q^ — Q^ 
But lim > 0 (since G 5/,), and ——^ = 1，it is impossible by 
“0 dh “ Qh — Qh 
(6.8)! So Sh = 0{h). 
Next we choose a point QQ of {QI, •..，QK}^ such that (i(0, QO) = max QJ):= 
Ih. In fact either Qo = Qi or Qo = Q)^. 
From (6.6) with i = 1, we note that 
- � ” - � g ( - i y + 4 ( 綠 ) + 。 ( “ ! ) = 。 
and with i = K, we get 
-佩、-�(-1严 f i f ^ ) + � ( U t) = 
I祥 ^ \Qk-Qi J \ ^ J 
We now claim that 
J = 0{k). (6.9) 
If (6.9) holds, then there are two cases: 
Case 1 : Case 2 : 
~ h ~ > • ~ 4 — 
n _ • • • _ 
a? Qi 0 0 Qi,磁 
Figure 6.2 
In case 1: Since Qj is on the right hand side of 0, we have 
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^h / Qh _ Qh \ 
which is impossible since ^"(0) + c-^ ^ < V" {0) < 0. 
叫 \ Qi ~ Q2 / 
In case 2: Since Q^ is on the left hand side of 0, we have 
j/' fn\l , ^K-IK ( QK ~ QK-1�I " � n 
+ c—j— _ ^ + o{lh) = 0 
\ ^K _ ^K-1 / 
^h / Qh _ Qh \ 
which is impossible since —"/'(O) + c - ^ ^ 爷 ^ ^ > — V^�(0) > 0. 
^''h 乂 WK _ ^K-1 / 
Theorem 1.2 is thus proved. 
It remain to prove (6.9). 
If ^ 0(Jh), then Ih = o 与 )a n d Q^ = o (字 ) . A s before, we consider 
h J \ h J 
the point Q � ! G Sh. Going back to (6.6), we obtain 
) h Dh nh , h ； 乂乂 
^mm-x ( ~ ^m-i ^ , ( , 1 � ， a n � 
=0(1). (6-10) 
h 、Qh _ Q h \h J 
\ ^m ^m-i J 
Qh. — Q h 
But lim -1 — 1 and lim = 1 (since Qj ^ Sh), it is impossible 
"一0 Sk “0 dh ”' “ 
by (6.10)! 
Hence = Oilu) and the proof is completed. • 
h 
Chapter 7 
Proof of theorem 1.3 
In this chapter, we will find the location of the K— bumps by (6.6). 
Proof of theorem 1.3. We will do the case when K = 2,3 and the other cases 
are similar. 
Same as Chapter 6, we suppose Pq — 0, 1^(0) = 1 and V" (0) + 0. 
First for = 2 and assume < Q^- By (6.6), we have 
f - n o ? ) - ( " | ^ ) = � ( W , 
y i (7.1) 
where h = max d{0, Q^). Therefore, we get + V{Q^) = o{lh). 
Since V'{x)�1^�(0)工,we get Qf + - o{lh). 
We see that either Ih = Qi or Ih = Q � . Without loss of generality, we 
assume that Ih = . Then by (7.1), we get the following 
—hV"{0)k + c e t = � ( h l h ) . (7.2) 
� —2/ ^  — 
Let f{h) = hV {0)lh — ce " , Ih = hlh and 
g{h) = = (7.3) 
55 
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It is easy to see that g{lh) is a strictly increasing function. Moreover, 
p(0) = - c and g (log ^ ) = h�log ^ - h^ > 0. 
\ h J h 
~ 1 
By the mean-value theorem, there exists a unique = (1 + o(l)) log — such that 
/ L 
g{lh) = 0. From (7.2), we have 
1 / 1 � 
Qi = -Ih + o{lh) = -h\og- + o�“log-j， 
Q�二 k = /i log 去 + 0 log 去)• 
Next, we consider the case when K = 3 and assume Qt < Qg < Qs- By (6.6), 
we have 
< + = (7.4) 
Since 6J3 < < 略，we see from the first equation in (7.4) that 
-V\Q',)-J-f = o{k). (7.5) • 
Since 路 < < 功3, we see from the last equation in (7.4), we have 
+ (7.6) 
Adding the three equations in (7.4), we obtain that 
爾 ) + + = (7.7) 
which yields that 
= (7.8) 
From (7.8), we see that either //, = \ or = , Without loss of generality, 
we assume that //, = ； QJ . Then we have 
存 = V”(0)丨h + o(丨 h). (7.9) 
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- y \ Q 2 ) - c f = 0{k). (7.11) 
Hence combining (7.9) and (7.11,) we have 
Q2 = - h + o{k). (7.12) 
Since Qf' < Qg, (7.12) implies that 
Qi < —k + o{lh) 
which contradicts with (7.10). Thus, we have 警 � 0 ( J h ) . 
Similarly 警 � 0 { J h ) . So 
= + (7.13) 
From (7.5), (7.9), (7.13), we obtain 
Qi = -hlog{^o{h l o g i ) , 
Q'2 = O {h log i ) , 
Q's = hlogj; + o{h l o g i ) . 
This proves the case for K = 3. 
The case for > 4 can be proved similarly and we omit the details. 
This proves Theorem 1.3. • 
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